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Introduction
On 6 September 1890, a young cohort of students gathered in the North Circular Road Gate
Lodge of the Phoenix Park, Dublin to form the Bohemian Football Club. From these modest
origins, one of the city’s most intriguing and enduring sporting journeys was undertaken. The
world of Victorian Dublin provided a delicately balanced social environment for this genesis.
In order to understand the significance of the club, which was formed on that evening, it is
necessary to consider this world in relation to the forces of political and social change which
would take hold within a generation. The aim of this research is to suggest a context in which
to understand the lives of those who found themselves at a crossroads in Irish history that is
without an overtly political motive
Ireland’s elected M. P’s had taken their seats at the parliament at Westminster,
London since the passing of the Act of Union in 1800. In Dublin, the loss of the Irish
Parliament at College Green was keenly felt in the civic, social and economic life of the city.
The Irish Parliamentary Party had made considerable progress in their campaign for ‘Home
Rule’ and the return of political autonomy to Ireland. This was due, in no small part, to the
charismatic and dynamic leadership of Charles Stewart Parnell, who had come to be known as
the ‘uncrowned King of Ireland’. His popularity did attract considerable spite and in 1887 a
forged letter printed in The Times in London had implicated him in the Phoenix Park
murders of 1882. In February 1889, Richard Pigott was exposed as the forger of these letters
by a Special Investigative Commission. Pigott fled to Madrid where he later committed suicide.
While Parnell’s popularity was at its peak in 1889, by the end of the year he was
embroiled in a personal scandal which cost him his political career and led to his death. On 24
December 1889, he was cited in a divorce petition filed by Captain Willie O’Shea. Katherine
O’Shea and Parnell were living as a family with three young children of their own. The affair
was to dominate political and public debate in Ireland and resulted in a bitter split in the Irish
Parliamentary Party. This split was mirrored in contemporary Irish society as the unifying force
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of Parnell’s enigmatic personality was shattered and the cause of Home Rule was lost for
another generation. Parnell, a Protestant by birth, had long been viewed with suspicion by the
Catholic hierarchy who were now one of his most vociferous and influential moral opponents.
While most Dubliners had remained steadfastly loyal in their support of Parnell, he embarked
upon an exhaustive and unsuccessful tour of Ireland in order to secure support for his
candidates in by-elections throughout 1891. He was variously attacked and opposed during this
campaign, which he undertook with little concern for his health. He died on 6 October 1891
at the Brighton home he shared with Katherine O Shea. His funeral in Dublin was attended by
an estimated 200,000 mourners.
The legacy of Parnell’s demise cast a lingering, emotive and poignant shadow over the
period covered in this book. The political vacuum which followed this event instigated a flurry
of influences, innovations and ideologists to articulate their vision for the future of Ireland.
Dublin was already home to a divided society in terms of religion, politics and economic
worth. The ever-expanding Victorian suburbs had provided many with a means of escaping the
squalor and disease of the city’s residential areas. When Dublin’s most influential citizens
removed themselves to the new suburbs, their civic attention and pride was redirected to their
new surroundings. For the first time, the citizens of Dublin became more geographically
dispersed, socially segregated and the city’s northside/ southside divide became manifest in
popular consciousness.
By 1901, Dublin was amid a catastrophic housing crisis. An estimated 21,000 families
were left to live in squalid one room tenements in the crumbling remnants of Georgian homes
now abandoned by the upper middle classes in favour of more leafy surrounds. As a result,
one third of the city’s population struggled to pay rent in substandard accommodation to
accommodate the privileged lifestyles of an entitled few. The urban adult mortality rate was the
fifth highest in the world, beaten only by cities like Trieste and Rio de Janeiro.1
Unlike many other cities in the United Kingdom, Dublin did not experience substantial
industrial growth during this time and a general dependence on employment in transport and
general labouring began to emerge. The city population of industrialised Belfast began to
dwarf that of Dublin. Due to the surplus availability of unskilled workers, wages were kept low
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and conditions were atrocious. It was an explosive set of social circumstances, defined by
crippling injustice and inequality, which would lead to the 1913 Workers Lockout and 1916
Rising, the fallout of which was to instigate the subsequent national revolution.
Members of the Anglo-Irish elite rode the crest of a wave of rising cultural nationalism
and hawked back to the ‘authentic’ days of Cuchulain and the Gael, ascribing every facet of
human experience and endeavour with lasting implications of identity and intention. Much of
this lofty activity coincided with countless Dublin families struggling to exist within the shells of
eighteenth-century dwellings and associated sanitation conditions.
The prospect of Ireland exiting the United Kingdom through Home Rule formed a
constant media backdrop to this period. To varying degrees, all of societies ills came to be
associated with Ireland’s union with Britain. It is important to remember that Home Rule had
been passed as law and remained on the statute books. The thorny issue of Ireland’s future
relationship with Britain became intertwined with the differing nationalist interpretations of
how definitively it should cut political, economic and social ties with its former members.
It was in this environment, in the year before Parnell’s death, that the Bohemian Club took
to the field for the first time to play the fledgling sport of Association football.
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1. ‘Dublin in the rare old times’

When a small group of aspiring footballers from Bells Academy, a civil service college in
North Great Georges Street, joined with students from the Hibernian Military School at the
Gate Lodge in the Phoenix Park on 6 September 1890, they formed a club to partake in the
fledgling Dublin scene of Association football.2 The origins of this meeting at the North
Circular Road entrance to the Phoenix Park lie in the establishment of Richfield Sports Club
on 19 October 1889. This club had emerged from the playing of ‘association football’ at Bells
Academy and the need to accommodate participants from outside the college in the
organisation of the game.
Andrew Philip Magill and Hamilton Paul Bell were appointed Honorary Secretary and
Treasurer of the Richfield club respectively.3 Census records show Magill and Bell to have
been aged eighteen and seventeen at the time of the inaugural meeting of Bohemian F.C.4
Both were born in Dublin, Magill was the Protestant son to a Swiss mother and Bell was a
Roman Catholic who claimed proficiency in the Irish language.

North Circular Road Entance, Phoenix Park
The Dublin Association Football Club had been formed in November 1883 and
appears to have been the first in the city. The report of the club’s first game noted that only
twelve men turned up to take part, including a bearded, pipe-smoking goalkeeper.5 The first
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inter-club match in Dublin was played between this club and a new one at Dublin University
later that year. Dublin Association beat their university counterparts by four goals to nil on that
occasion.6 From 1885, Castleknock College appears to have been an early patron of the sport
in Dublin. Clongowes Wood College adopted the game within a decade and many of those
who founded Bohemian Football Club and the important club at Dublin University were past
pupils of these schools.7
It is difficult to ascertain the precise inspiration behind the adaptation of ‘Bohemians’ as
the most suitable name for the new club. Tony Reid, in his Official Club History of Bohemian

A.F.C. published in 1976, stated that ‘Frank Whittaker’ proposed the name Bohemians
because the player’s wanderings in search of a suitable playing venue reminded one of a bunch
of ‘gypsies’, and as such, ‘they were truly Bohemian in spirit’.8 The club was to wander from
the Phoenix Park to Jones Road in 1893 before moving to Whitehall, Glasnevin in 1895
where they played until their permanent move to ‘Pisser Dignam’s Field’ at Dalymount,
Phibsboro in 1901. Whether Whittaker would have had the divine foresight to anticipate this
course of events is questionable. He is said to have entered the Order of St. John of God
where he became known by his religious name, Rev. Frances de Sales, after having served the
club faithfully for some time.9 Interestingly, an Irish Times article of 14 December 1895
headlined ‘The Gypsies’, which defined a recent addition to the popular vocabulary, suggested
that several other viable nick names could have been adopted by the club at this time;
The name ‘gypsy’ is said to have been a corruption of Egyptian, a band of these tribes
having entered Europe in 1418 under a leader called Duke Michael of ‘Little Egypt’.
But the French call them ‘Bohemians’. There is a widespread belief that they are of
eastern origin. In Hungary they are called Pharaoh’s people. The Danes called them
Tartars. The Turks call them black Indians from the mouth of the Indus and they call
themselves ‘Sinte’, because they say they came from Sind in Hindustan.
Certainly, the term ‘Bohemian’ was often used in the contemporary parlance of Dublin
culture and society. Arguably, the most popular opera in Dublin at the time was Balfe’s The

Bohemian Girl which was staged by at least two opera companies throughout the period.
Arthur Rousbey’s Grand English Opera Company and the Carla Rosa Opera Company
regularly staged the piece at the Gaiety Theatre and Leinster Hall and at seasonal events in
Kingstown (Dun Laoighre) and the Leopardstown Races.10 The impact of such performances
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on the social and cultural life of contemporary Dublin can be measured by their references in
the stories Clay and Eveline of James Joyce’s Dubliners. In Clay, the character Maria sings
some lines from I Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble Halls, a song from The Bohemian Girl. The
timing of the clubs first meetings coincided with these performances and a ‘popular prices’
initiative, which sought to reduce the price of admissions at Dublin’s cultural events to levels
more affordable to the general public.11 The initiative was reported to have borne considerable
success in the 14 January edition of The Irish Times.
It is impossible to attribute one single precedent to account for the adaptation of the
name ‘Bohemians’ or the evolution of the nick name ‘The Gypsies’ during the early years of
the club. It can be stated, however, that the term was a popular and often used description in
Dublin culture and society in the 1890’s and that any number of incidents or experiences may
have contributed to its proposal at that first members meeting in the 1890’s. There was a
successful racehorse, ‘Bohemian Boy’, who ran throughout the decade.
The first appointed officers of the club were Alex Blayney as Chairman, Dudley Hussey
as Honorary Secretary and Frank Whittaker, who became Honorary Treasurer. Joseph F.
Whelan was appointed as club captain. Among those also present at the meeting were
Hamilton Bell, Michael O’ Sullivan, John Blayney, Willie, James and George Sheehan,
Michael Whelan, S. Bell, A.P. Magill, Dan Blayney, J. Sealey, James Gough, Albert Wilson
and Edmund Greary.12

Hamilton Paul Bell and Dudley Hussey (circa 1940)
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Little is known of the Bohemian Club’s playing program for 1890 and 1891. Certainly, no
administrative body was in place at a county level to administrate local competitions or arrange
a fixture list. A general meeting of the club was held at Costigan’s Hotel on Upper Sackville
(O’ Connell) Street on 12 September 1891 to elect new officers for the forthcoming year, less
than a month before Parnell’s death. At this meeting, ‘it was resolved unanimously that Albert
Wilson be asked to accept the presidency of the club’. Messrs Wheeler and Ledwich were
elected as members and a notice was published requesting club secretaries to contact Dudley
T. Hussey to organise fixtures. Hussey’s address was listed as 22 Annadale Avenue, Fairview.
An ‘association football’ match between Dublin University and Bohemians did take place later
in the year on 5 December in the College Park. It highly likely that similar fixtures took place
around this time, of which no evidence survives. As became common practice, the team was
published in The Irish Times beside details of kick-off times and rendezvous points for
players.

Bohemian F.C. (circa 1890)
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Phil Howlin, in his history of the club, Bohemian Times, stated that three golden rules of the
football side were adopted in 1894, these were;
never say die - keep the ball on the floor - the best defence is attack.
The last of these resolutions was already in evidence by 1891 as Bohemians employed a 2-3-5
formation for their tie at College Park. The team for that day was J. Sheehan in goal, J.
Whelan and A. Blaney faced unenviable defensive duties while F. Whittaker, R. Murray and
K. O’Sullivan played in midfield, or as ‘halves’. The forward players were W. Sheehan, M.
Whelan, J. Gough, A. Wilson and C. Sealey. The starting line-up indicates a large cross over
in terms of administrative and playing members. This also illustrates the young age profile of
Bohemians as the club president, treasurer and chairman all took to the field to play Dublin
University.13
By the end of 1891, Bohemians had added the abbreviation ‘A.F.C.’ (Association
Football Club) to their published club notes. Their commitment to the new game is further
emphasised by the addition of a reserve team at some point during the year. One week after
the match at College Park, the ‘second xi’ took on a similar selection from the Leinster
Nomads in the Phoenix Park on 12 December. Members of the first ‘first xi’ not playing with
the seconds were requested to attend practice at half two on the same day. Holding a
managerial position within the club did not entitle the incumbent to any favourable treatment
in terms of team selection. Club Secretary Dudley Hussey was recognised by his peers for his
administrative abilities but was a member of the second selection. There does not appear to
have been a ‘manager’ of the squads, by the modern definition, and much of the duties of
team selection may have fallen to Joseph Whelan in his role as ‘club captain’. This position
may have been similar to that which the captain of a modern-day cricket team exercises over
his squad. It is worth reminding that cricket was an important concern in the early days of the
Bohemian Club. Joining Hussey in the ‘second xi’ was first teamer Frank Whittaker. Magill,
Gilbert, Carroll, O’Brien, Tyndall, Mc Elveen and James and John Hogan were the other
listed players for that encounter.
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In January 1892, the club sought to organise matches for the first and second selections
at the same time in similar locations. By playing at half two on Saturday afternoons in the
Phoenix Park, the players of both squads would have had access to the cultural and social life
of the city at proximity. It is likely that the duty of organising these matches was that of Club
Secretary Dudley Hussey, as the printed notice on 12 September 1891 would indicate. A dual
strategy of organising ‘first xi’ fixtures against military regiments while finding domestic
opposition for the seconds also appears to have emerged at this time. The Gloucester and
Royal Sussex Regiments provided opposition on 15 January and 5 February respectively, as
the reserve squad faced the St Helen’s School at this time.
Despite being deprived of its parliament, Dublin was still the administrative capital of
Ireland and this was a crucial factor in the civic, social and economic life of the city at this time.
It also housed eight military barracks of at least 6,000 soldiers who supported a large vice
industry at the ‘Monto’, as the area around Montgomery Street was colloquially known. The
Irish Football Association was founded in Belfast in 1880, seventeen years after England had
instituted the first national association to organise the fledgling sport. The British Army were
quick to recognise the benefit of encouraging robust team sports amongst its regiments and
were early patrons of the game. Presumably, the Bohemian club were keen to test their
abilities against the strongest possible opposition.
By January 1892, there was still no centralised organisation to administer the game in
the Dublin area and it was left to individual clubs to organise challenge matches against one
another. Despite the comparative strength of the sport in Belfast, it was the game of ‘rugby
football’ which was most popular in Dublin at that time. Indeed, the term ‘football’ was always
made in reference to the ‘rugby’ game in the local press. The club notes and fixtures for
Bohemians were listed amongst those of rugby clubs and there was little separate distinction
afforded to the renegade ‘association’ code.
Following the program of matches organised for January and February, a general
meeting of the Bohemian club was held in Costigan’s Hotel on Sackville Street at half eight on
9 February. Interestingly, there was no agenda published for the meeting and all members
were urged to attend.14 Three days later, the line-up for the second’s match against the
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Hibernian School was published in The Irish Times. C. Whittaker appears to have joined the
club in the New Year and was named as goalkeeper, having previously played as a forward in
the game against St. Helen’s. It is highly probable that he was a brother to Treasurer and first
teamer Frank Whittaker. The club already boasted the membership of the Sheehan, Whelan
and Blayney bothers amongst its playing ranks. Mc Elveen and Doyle were named as ‘backs’
on this occasion, while Jason Hogan, Tyndall and Cogan played as ‘half backs’. O’ Kane and
Gilbert were named on the right wing and Hamilton joined Ledger on the left. Carroll played
as the ‘centre’.
This playing line-up indicated a distinctive tactical departure from the 2-3-5 formation
previously employed by the club, up to and including their match against the Gloucester
Regiment. While the result of this fixture is not known, it is safe to assume that the vastly more
experienced soldier footballers would have made little work of such a lightly defended back
line. It can also be presumed that their advanced tactical awareness would have had little
difficulty in counteracting Bohemian’s five-man forward line.
The experimental formation employed by the club in the seconds’ game against
Hibernian College would have broken up the five-man forward line, which is somewhat of an
absurdity to anyone with knowledge of the modern game. While this remained a standard
format for the naming a starting line-up, the allocation of specific duties to certain positions
was already underway. This should illustrate the extent to which these matches represented the
very earliest playing of ‘soccer’ in Dublin.
It is difficult to envisage the nature of those first bone crunching, codified attempts at
playing a round-ball game, along the ground and without use of the hand, with a rectangular
goal as the objective. It is almost impossible to imagine the steep learning curve of those who
first rolled the ball out in the Phoenix Park without the benefit of prior knowledge that every
player enjoys today. At the very least, the Bohemians may have learned of the tactical
advantages of using the space on the wings as a means of channelling the ball from the defence
to the attack. In naming four wingers, they may have been a little over exuberant in their
implementation of this strategy, but they did indicate a willingness to employ advanced
methods of play.
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The clear strategic objective of a 2-3-5 formation would always be to keep the ball in the
opposition’s half and, failing that, to return it there at the earliest possible opportunity. By
organising their team into a 2-3-4-1 arrangement, Bohemian’s players may also have
incorporated a strategic intention to keep the ball on the ground and to pass the ball to one
another throughout the pitch.
The first match report in The Irish Times covering a Bohemians game appeared on 15
March 1892. Their opponents on that day were Leinster Nomads, a side who would become a
great rival to ‘Bohs’ in the early days of organised competitions in Dublin. Nomads were
unable field a full side on the day and O’Kane and Hamilton temporarily defected from the
seconds to the opposition to make up the numbers. It was reported that ‘a rather one-sided
match ensued, during which the Bohemians easily scored four goals. The Nomads, who rarely
got the ball past half-line, put nothing to their credit’.
The Leinster Football Association was formed in October 1892 at the Wicklow Hotel
on Exchequer Street. The organisation was affiliated to the Irish Football Association in
Belfast and sought to organise formal competitions in the province under the auspices of the
national body. Dudley Hussey was appointed as the first Honorary Secretary to the
association. According to the 1911 Census, Hussey was twenty years of age when he assumed
this position. A Roman Catholic who was born in England, he was to become a clerk in the
Department of Agriculture and was married to Mary, from County Cork. They had four
children at the time of the Census. Alex Blayney and James Sheehan were also said to have
represented Bohemians at this meeting.15
Hussey would eventually achieve the position of principal officer at the Department of
Agriculture. His fellow Civil Servant, A.P. Magill, was to embark upon an ambitious career
which saw him move to Westminster by 1913 to serve as private secretary to Augustine Birell,
the Chief Secretary for Ireland. Following partition in 1921, Magill was instrumental in
establishing the new government in Northern Ireland and was eventually to serve as Assistant
Secretary for Home Affairs. In his later memoirs, he recorded a ‘positive nostalgia’ for Dublin
and the Phoenix Park in particular, which he described as ‘the only place in Dublin which
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comes before me in my dreams’.16 Alex Blayney and James Sheehan were also said to have
represented Bohemians at this meeting.17

Andrew Philip Magill
The following month, on 25 November 1892, Douglas Hyde delivered his pivotal
lecture On the Necessity of De-Anglicising the Irish People. This was, essentially, a call to
cultural arms by Hyde which sought to inspire a generation of young Irishmen to recreate a
separate Irish cultural nation through a process of ‘de-anglicisation’. Crucial to this was a
refusal to imitate the English in their language, literature, music, games, dress and ideas. The
Gaelic League founded in 1893 by Douglas Hyde and Eoin MacNeill sought to take practical
steps to promote the Irish language and assert Ireland’s cultural right to political autonomy. In
the opinion of Donal Mc Cartney,
the Gaelic League caught hold of the popular imagination. It showed great potential as
an adult education-cum-entertainment movement with its language, history and dancing
classes, its drama groups, its local ‘feiseanna’ and the annual ‘oireachtas’ and ‘ard-fheis’.
The league became much more than a mere language or literary organisation. It
propagated national self-reliance and self-respect and campaigned against all forms of
west-Britonism.”18
The Gaelic Athletic Association, founded in Thurles in 1884, had done much to revive
and organise national games in a strong rural network throughout Ireland. In many respects,
the spread of the G.A.A. and the foundation of clubs such as Bohemians form an unlikely
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parallel in terms of channelling the energies of participation and attention to local organisations
for the practise of sport. It is unfair to assume that those who participated in sport at any level
or in any location were to conform so immediately and readily to the hierarchical view of their
superiors in such a socially and economically unequal country.
Much like those who participated in the Anglo-Irish literary revival, many patrons of the
Gaelic League could stake little ancestral claim to the spiritual, anti-materialistic and ‘Gaelic’
counterculture which they sought to promote. Often, they lived at great social distance from
the lifestyle which they celebrated, and their image of Ireland was abstract and tenuous at best.
As articulated by R.F Foster, ‘the barefoot children, turf fires and unrelieved diet of the west
were romantically approved of by the Gaelicist intelligentsia, who felt accordingly let down by
the Connacht people’s propensity to emigrate’.19
Through these actions, a powerful and ever-emerging domestic elite sought to influence
popular activities as workers began to agitate for their right to leisure. The impact of ascribing
enduring associations of nationality, identity and cultural worth to an individual’s preferred
activities during an era of huge social flux should not be underestimated.
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2. ‘A failure which would remain on record as long as football was football’

A meeting of the Bohemian Club took place on Saturday 14 January 1893 at Wynn’s Hotel on
lower Abbey Street, ahead of the inaugural Leinster Cup season. Around this time, the club
obtained a private ground at a site adjacent to the current location of G.A.A. headquarters at
Croke Park on Jones Road. Earlier in the day, the first and second squads had played
Montpelier and the Third Hussars respectively. This was the first recorded fixture of the
seconds against a military regiment and their enlarged squad included several new members.
The home venue for the firsts was still listed as the Phoenix Park on this occasion.20
A report of the reserves 1-0 defeat to Leinster Nomads reserves was published in the 30
January edition of The Irish Times. The Nomads goal was ‘scored off a corner’ and according
to the report ‘it was in the power of the referee to have made a draw of it, as he disallowed
what Bohemians considered a certain goal – scored by Duff’. The Bohemians defeat was
attributed to ‘want of training’. There is no reporter listed for this account although it is likely
that Dudley Hussey began to take increasing responsibility for the club’s correspondence and
administrative duties as he ceased to be named as a regular playing member of the seconds.
This cannot be stated conclusively, however.

Wynns Hotel, lower Abbey Street, Dublin.
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A Leinster Cup tie between Dublin University and Bohemians took place on 18
February 1893 at Sandymount. The potential for high profile games in this competition to
serve as spectator events is in evidence by the advertised 6d admission price, reduced to 3d for
soldiers in uniform and free to ladies. The starting formations of both sides indicated an
increased tactical awareness from the earliest days of the sport in Dublin and the advent of
paying spectators may provide evidence of an increased standard in the quality of play. Both
sides opted to name two ‘backs’, three ‘halves’, two ‘forwards’, one ‘centre’ and one ‘wing’ on
either side of the pitch. Theoretically speaking, this formation would allow players to sit in a
diamond formation from goalkeeper to centre with energetic wingers providing relief at either
end of the pitch.
Much like modern day Gaelic Football, it would also set opposing players in their
positions in direct competition against a member of the opposition. Bohemians had not yet
adopted their red and black colours by 1893 and wore scarlet and white against the blue and
black of the university side.21 The result of this match is not known but Dublin University must
have emerged victorious as they contested the first Leinster Senior Cup final of 1893. Leinster
Nomads defeated them 2-1 on that occasion to become the competition’s first champions.
In September 1893, a second bill for Home Rule in Ireland was passed by the House of
Commons at Westminster and rejected by the House of Lords. The following month, the
AGM of the Bohemian Club was held at Wynn’s Hotel on 12 October. Members and
gentlemen wishing to join the club were requested to attend the meeting punctually. The
playing squad of the seconds would suggest that there was a substantial growth of interest in the
sport in Dublin, as membership of the club began to expand beyond the small pool of keen
footballers who attended the Gate Lodge meeting at the start of the decade. A challenge match
against the first and second selections of the Leinster Nomads was arranged for 11 November
at Sandymount and Jones Road respectively. A weakened Bohemians side also lost 2-0 to the
Gordon Highlanders at Jones Road around this time.22
Bohemians faced Derry in a fifth round Irish Cup tie on 2 December 1893 in the club’s
first foray into national competition. Either injury or the increased competition for places in
the expanding club meant that James Sheehan lost his starting place to Barry and was relegated
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from goalkeeping to linesman duties. Joe Whelan also lost the captaincy to Robert Murray,
although he did retain his staring place in the backline alongside him. The result of this fixture
is not known, but neither side appeared in that season’s final before a crowd of over 5,000 at
Solitude in Belfast, where Distillery beat Linfield 3-2 after a replay in April 1894. The
following Saturday, an inter-provincial match between Leinster and Ulster took place at
Ulsterville, Belfast on 9 December 1893.
Four members of the Bohemians’ squad - Robert Murray, John Blayney, Albert Wilson
and Willie Sheehan were named in the starting line up alongside four players from Trinity,
two from Nomads and one Montpelier. This team selection should serve as an accurate
reflection of the influence exerted by the Bohemian Club in the earliest expansion of
association football in Dublin.23
By the end of 1893, the Bohemian Club had evolved from a small collection of young
men seeking to find a regular means of playing the new sport of ‘Association football’ to an
influential club of expanding membership who were pioneers of the sport at a provincial level.
They had also entered the Irish Football Association Cup to compete at a national level,
although until their inclusion the competition was primarily a Belfast affair.
The struggle for supremacy in this competition between the cities of Dublin and Belfast
was to dominate the Irish ‘soccer’ scene for decades to come, until political events overtook
sporting concerns. By extension, this was also a struggle for supremacy in various aspects of the
sport itself. By the end of this initial ‘birth’ period of the club, Bohemians had competed in
their first seasons in the Leinster Senior Cup and the Irish F.A. Cup, the two competitions
which would provide the victory and heartbreak which defined the club’s sporting journey
during the first thirty years of its existence.
Evidence of contemporary grievances with the administration of the local cup
competitions is evidenced by a complaint published in The Irish Times on 14 December
1893. Through the printed letters section, supporters, players and members of football clubs
used pseudonyms to express their opinions and to debate the relevant issues of the day with
one another. The Leinster Challenge Cup had been divided into Junior and Senior tiers, to
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facilitate the growing popularity of the game and to raise the standard of play amongst more
established players. Concerns were raised by J.W.C. over ‘the class of player allowed to
compete in the junior competitions’. Specifically, it was questioned ‘how a junior club can
compete with the Bohemian’s reserves, which, as a matter of fact, must include some of the
first division if required’. This claim is supported by the published line-ups for Bohemian’s
second squad. Indicative of the growing tension surrounding military involvement in the local
game, J.W.C. raised the concerns of the Phoenix Club, ‘a very junior organisation ... [which] is
not allowed to play their captain simply because he is a military man’.
The response to this complaint was made by ‘a committee man’, who encouraged the
correspondent ‘to send to the Secretaries of the Association the names of any first eleven men
who have played in senior cup ties and afterwards in junior cup ties’. The Secretaries were
listed as Mr James Morley and Mr James Sheehan. Sheehan’s address is listed as The
Governor’s House, Mountjoy Prison.
First team matches were organised against Montpelier in the Phoenix Park on 19
January 1894 and against the Cornwall Regiment on 27 January at Bohemian’s home ground
at Jones Road. In the first such published notice, members were reminded that they must
produce their cards of membership to gain entry to the home fixture against Gordon
Highlanders on 3 February. Presumably, membership of the club had expanded beyond those
who were immediately recognisable to one another.
A correspondent for The Irish Times noted that the game between Bohemians and
Leinster Nomads, fixed for 17 February ‘would excite a great deal of interest, especially as it
was freely rumoured in the beginning of the week that Nomads were determined to show their
superiority’. Though as circumstances dictated that the Nomads could not be fully
represented, Bohemians ‘were content to rest on their laurels, and though playing an attack
game showed no enthusiasm or anxiety to score’. The first half of this rather lacklustre affair
ended scoreless, and was followed by a second half which was ‘a repetition of the first, only
more so’. Bohemians did emerge victorious through a goal from Willie Sheehan, although the
correspondent noted that ‘no great credit is attached to this victory of Bohemians, as they
should have certainly won by at least three goals.’ 24
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The first round of the fourteenth annual Dublin Hospitals Rugby Cup took place on the
first weekend of March 1894. Held between teams from Dublin’s medical institutions, the
competition was inaugurated two years after the Irish Rugby Football Union was founded in
1879. Still in existence today, it is credited with being the oldest rugby competition in Ireland.
In 1894, Bohemians organised fixtures against their counterparts from the 2nd Batallion Rifles
Brigade and Dublin University for their first and second selections on the same weekend.25
The first selections of Bohemians and Dublin University were in preparation for their
impending Leinster Senior Challenge Cup Final on 10 March. The influence of the medical
profession on the early evolution of Bohemians should not be underestimated. Of the club’s
earliest members, Alexander and John Blayney, Frank Whittaker, Joe Whelan, Michael O’
Sullivan and George Sheehan would all later qualify as medical doctors.26
Victorian Dublin was inhabited by around 1,500 students at any given time and it was
second only to London as a University City within the United Kingdom. The largest single
subcategory of student consisted of those training for careers in the medical profession.27 Daily
contact between the practitioners of the Association and Rugby football codes can be safely
assumed. This interaction should also account for the fixture arranged with Dublin University
and the players from Bohemian Football Club, a cohort of students who chose to practise their
sport with the distinction of non-conformity to their varied educational institutions. The fact
that the Irish International side faced England under Association rules in Belfast on the same
day should also serve to illustrate the still superior standard of the northern game to its
southern counterpart.
The match report of Bohemian’s game against the 2nd Battalion Rifle Brigade was
printed in the 6 March 1894 edition of The Irish Times. The report noted that ‘a good
number of spectators’ had attended the game, which was ‘fast and exciting, and at times several
of the players got a bit rough, fouls being frequent’. A strong performance by the highly
motivated Bohemians side was in evidence on the day, and while they ‘seemed to have the best
of the play, the visitors defence was equal to the occasion’. The final score was 2-1 to the
military side, while Joe Whelan, Robert Murray, Micheal O’ Sullivan, D.J. Morrogh, the
Sheehans and John Blayney were noted as having performed to a high standard for
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Bohemians. The notice for tickets to the Leinster Final was printed adjacent to this report. It
informed that ‘the demand for tickets is unprecedented in the history of Dublin Association
football, and the large numbers printed have already been exhausted. This is probably due to
the fact that it will be the most exciting match of the season’.
In addition to securing the army grounds at Sandymount, the organisers intended also to
provide seating for the comfort of any ladies who wished to attend. The first tie ending a two
all draw, a replay was fixed for St Patrick’s Day at Sandymount. The preview of that game
noted that six of the previous seven meetings between the two sides had ended in draws, the
only victory achieved by either side being that of Dublin University in the previous year’s semifinal. On this occasion, a comprehensive 3-0 victory was recorded by Bohemians and the
starting line-up of Barry, P. Murray, Joe Whelan, Johnston, Mc Cann, Barneville, George
Sheehan, Albert Wilson, Willie Sheehan, J. Balyney and J. Murray became the first to claim
silverware in the long history of the Bohemian Football Club. The club would go on to
dominate the Leinster Cup competition, winning it for the next five consecutive seasons and
sharing the trophy with the Shelbourne Club alone over the next thirty years.
The start of the 1894-’95 Season proved a milestone in the early history of Association
football in Dublin. The Leinster Football League appears to have been constituted around this
time, to compliment the Leinster F.A.’s successful Cup Competition. Still in existence today,
the Leinster Senior League’s official year of foundation is given as 1896. However, a printed
notice on 4 September 1894 in The Irish Times under the headline ‘Leinster Football League’
gives details of ‘a general meeting of the league [which] was held the other evening at 27
D’Olier Street’. On that occasion, James Sheehan (Bohemian FC) was elected Chairman,
James Gough (Phoenix FC) was elected Treasurer while Patrick J. Mc Manus (Montpelier FC)
of 16 Bride Street was elected Honorary Secretary.
It cannot be conclusively stated that League Treasurer, James Gough of Phoenix F.C
was the man of the same name who attended the inaugural meeting of Bohemian FC at the
Gate Lodge in the Phoenix Park in 1890. Then aged only seventeen years old, Gough had
been named in the earliest Bohemian teams that played in the Phoenix Park. He had ceased
to appear in the first selection around 1892, when the playing membership began to grow
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considerably, and he appears to have left the club around this time. The fixture list for the
ensuing season organised a three-game program on consecutive Saturdays for participating
teams.
Beginning on 27 October 1894 and running until 16 March 1895, the Leinster Senior
League was emulating the organisation of northern clubs into the Irish Football League in
1890. Presumably, raising the standard and consistency of play in Dublin was a primary
objective of the League. The dates of fixtures allow for a lengthy Christmas break and certain
gaps in play during the year. While taking Cup commitments into consideration, the program
of annual play appears to have run parallel to a standard academic year. Bohemians, Britannia,
Dublin University, Leinster Nomads, Phoenix and Montpelier competed in the first year of
the competition.
During the months of the off season, The Irish Trade Union Congress (ITUC) had
been founded in April 1894. Its stated aim was to act as the collective voice of organised Irish
labour. While the impact of the union was not immediately apparent, the deplorable working
conditions and terms of employment in Dublin ensured that labour disputes, demonstrations
and tensions would evolve into serious social conflict during the period covered in this work.
This culminated in a violent revolutionary period during which the influences of political
belief, religious dogma and racial ideology were expressed and identified with the cause of
labour, workers’ rights and Home Rule.
Bohemians defeated Dublin counterparts Montpelier by three goals to nil in the fourth
round of the national Irish Challenge Cup in November 1894. This set up an exciting tie with
the Glentoran club of Belfast, then holders of the Irish Football League title. The result of this
game appears to have been clouded in some controversy, as a protest was lodged with the Irish
Football Association over alleged crowd interference in the game by the Belfast club. The
Referee’s opinion that ‘the spectators in no way interfered with the result of the game’ could
stand and all other grounds for complaint were dismissed. The exact nature of spectator
interference was not alluded to.
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This set up an Irish Challenge Cup Semi Final tie for Bohemians against Derry Celtic in
Belfast in February 1895. The game was played at Grosvenor Park, on a playing surface that
was described ‘as hard as iron, underneath about an inch of mud and cinders’. Derry centre
Mc Adams fell victim to the playing surface during the first half when he ‘half slipped on some
ice and cinders and cut small artery behind the knee’. He was fortunate enough to have done
so against a team of several medical students, as Bohemian full back Joe Whelan assisted Dr
Moore of Ballymacarret in tending to the injury.
The Bohemians were reported to have tired notably before half time, ‘due to want of
training’, but managed to hold out and go in at half time on level terms at one goal apiece.
Buoyed by their defensive resilience in the first half, the match report indicated a renewed
intensity from Bohemians after the break. George Sheehan scored twice in quick succession
for the Dubliners during an exuberant second half display. Alexander Blayney added a fourth
in the dying moments of the game. The Irish Times heralded the victory of Bohemians in this
game, the most significant achievement of Dublin Association football by that date, by stating
If anyone at the start of the season had predicted that a Dublin team would fight its way
into the final of the Irish Challenge Cup, he would have been laughed at, especially in
the North of Ireland. Yet this apparently impossible task has been achieved by the
plucky Bohemians, and our northern friends are at the present moment much exercised
in their minds by the danger of the Dublin side upsetting all tradition and taking the
Irish Cup across the Boyne. 28
In defeating Derry Celtic, Bohemians progressed to the Irish Challenge Cup Final where they
would face the ominous task of overcoming the Linfield Club of Belfast.
Arguably the most formidable football side in Ireland, Linfield had achieved the cup
and league double in the 1890/’91, 1891/’92 and 1892/’93 seasons. They had lost both titles
during the 1893/’94 season to Distillery and Glentoran respectively. When they secured the
Irish Football League title for 1894/ ’95, only Bohemians stood between Linfield reclaiming
the double and reaffirming their superiority over all other opponents in Ireland.
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Linfield F.C. (1901)
In local competition, Bohemians continued to exert their superiority over their closest
rivals. They retained the Leinster Cup by beating Dublin University in a replayed final by three
goals to one in early March 1895. Bohemians made their first visit to Clongowes Wood
College for a challenge match during the week before the Irish Cup Final. At this time, both
association and rugby football were being played at Clongowes and it was reported that the
College was the alma mater of the Bohemian club.29 With many former students amongst their
playing ranks, the Bohemian team was ‘entertained to dinner with that lavish hospitality for
which the Fathers are so justly famous’.30
The Irish Challenge Cup Final of 1895 took place in Belfast at Solitude, the home
ground of Cliftonville Football Club on 23 March. A heavy downpour of rain reported on the
morning of the match did not deter a reputed crowd of around 2,000 spectators who attended
the final. In the early exchanges, the Bohemians forwards were credited with ‘some excellent
passing’, creating several attacking moves. From a throw in, Bohemians’ forward Delaney
gathered the ball and ‘sent in a low shot, which made the first goal for the visitors, amidst loud
cheering’. Somewhat shaken by conceding an early goal, the Linfield response was immediate.
They soon equalised through Gankrodger and added a second soon after.
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Linfield added a third goal before the end of the half, during which ‘the play of
Morrogh, the Dublin goalkeeper, was conspicuous’. Bohemians suffered a total and historical
collapse in the second half, conceding a further seven goals to Linfield in what remains a
record 10-1 defeat and victory to the respective clubs. The effort of Bohemians’ goalkeeper,
Morrogh, ‘was a feature of the second half and was loudly applauded from time to time,
especially by the large contingent of Dublin supporters present’.31 The pain of that
monumental defeat was still being echoed philosophically through the club some forty five
years later, as E.J. O Mahony mused that while ‘the inglorious end ... represented a failure
which would remain on record as long as football was football..., it was a marvellous
achievement for these young Dublin players to secure the honour of being the first Dublin
club to contest the final’.32
The case of the 1895 Irish Cup Final illustrates the clash of cultures between the
association game in Dublin and Belfast. Neal Garnham has articulated the view that the
shipyards and linen mills of industrialised Belfast ensured that Association football became
professionalised and commercialised to the extent that football took on the appearance of a
business. Like its maritime industrial neighbours in Liverpool and Glasgow, there existed in
the city a large potential audience with a certain level of disposable income and regular
patterns of work and rest. These conditions allowed for the commercialisation of leisure to
take place in Belfast and a drive for success lay at the heart of the game. In contrast, Dublin
was the administrative capital of Ireland and young men aspired to clerkships and civil service
posts for employment. The game in Dublin assumed, in large measure, a gentlemanly amateur
ethos and was primarily a game for players and participation, not for professionals and paying
spectators.33 This can be said to have been especially true for Bohemians, a club which
officially retained its amateur ethos until 1969 and boasted many civil servants amongst its early
membership. The issue of professionalism is an important backdrop to the events covered in
this book. Professionalism was sceptically viewed as a northern phenomenon by the
contemporary Dublin press, a somewhat vulgar corruption of the Victorian ethos of partaking
in sport for the purpose of self-improvement. Amateur clubs such as Bohemians professed a
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moral authority over their professional counterparts due to their purity of ethos, often best
articulated after suffering defeat on the field of play.
Bohemians continued at the forefront of the game’s development in Leinster during the
1895/’96 season. Athlone had been promoted to the Senior Cup, having defeated Bohemians
reserves in the 1895 Leinster Junior Cup Final and retaining the title for a second year. By
March 1896, they had enjoyed a successful cup run and had secured a Senior Final
appearance against Bohemians on St Patrick’s Day. To develop the game in Leinster outside
of Dublin, the final was played in Athlone. The game was reported to have taken place in the
‘most dismal of conditions, rain falling heavily all day’. After playing out a scoreless first half,
the home side were first to concede a goal scored by Bohs’ forward John Murray. Athlone
equalised soon after, to the reported delight of the local crowd. However, Bohemians proved
too strong in the end and they retained the Leinster Cup with an eventual 3-1 victory.34
On 29 May 1896, James Connolly founded a group committed to the establishment of a
socialist republic in Ireland. The Irish Socialist Republican Party’s headquarters were listed as
67 Middle Abbey Street, only a short walking distance from the regular meeting venue of the
Bohemian FC and the Leinster FA at Wynne’s Hotel. Under a rallying cry of ‘the great appear
great to us only because we are on our knees, let us rise’, the lofty objectives of the ambitious
party were listed on its first circular. Amongst these aims were calls for the establishment of
state banks, a restriction of forty eight hours of labour per week, a standard minimum wage,
free maintenance for all children, public control and management of National schools by
boards elected by popular ballot, free education up to the highest university grades and
universal suffrage.35

Bohs retained their hold on the Leinster Senior Cup until the 1899/’00 season, when
they lost in a semi-final tie to Dublin rivals Shelbourne FC. For the next generation of Dublin
Association footballers, this was to be the most keenly contested rivalry in the capital as both
clubs competed for national recognition. George Sheehan made his international debut against
Scotland in a defeat at Parkhead in March 1899. He was captain of the first Irish team to play
in Dublin and the only southern representative on it. 10,000 witnessed the visit of the English
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side to Landsdowne Road on St Patrick’s Day 1900. The English side were 2-0 winners in a
match which was much lauded by the local press.
In total Sheehan made three appearances for the international side, all of which ended
in defeat. A formidable forward, he was arguably the most talented footballer in the first
generation of Bohemians players. To a large extent, their efforts culminated in an Irish Cup
Final appearance at Grosvener Park, Belfast in 1900 where they narrowly lost out to
Cliftonville by two goals to one. A stronger performance may have offered some redemption
of the monumental 10-1 defeat to Linfield five years earlier.
Bohemian’s position as pioneers of the game in Dublin, winning successive Leinster
champions as they struggled to make an impact at national level reflected the challenges which
faced the club at the end of this period. In many respects, they set the agenda for the next
thirty years of a sporting journey for Bohemians and secured a strong position for the club to
achieve their goals.
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3. ‘A corner of a foreign field’
By the start of the new century, as the amateur sportsmen qualified for their respective medical
and civil service careers, a new generation of players began to graduate from the ranks of the
reserves into the first squad. Of the incumbents, a quick-footed forward by the name of
Harold Sloan had caught the most attention. He featured in a 4-0 defeat of Freebooters in
March 1900, the match report acknowledging that Bohemians had experimented with several
reserves.
Sloan’s promising reserve squad displays included an appearance for a Leinster Junior
League representative side against Bohemians first squad, which the junior side had won 4-1.
He capitalised on the opportunity presented by injuries to Crozier, Pratt and John Murray to
play in that seasons Leinster Cup Semi Final loss to Shelbourne and appears to have made a
favourable impression on the selection committee with his early displays. 36

Bohemian F.C (1901)
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The most significant event in the history of Bohemian Football Club took place on 7
September 1901, when Dalymount Park was officially opened by the Lord Mayor of Dublin
Mr Tim Harrington. Before a crowd of 5,000 spectators, Bohemians defeated Dublin rivals
Shelbourne F.C. by four goals to two in an exhibition match. It was Harold Sloan who earned
the distinction of having scored the first goal at the new ground. About this time, season tickets
were made available to the public for the modest sum of five shillings.
The origins of Bohemian’s association with the Phibsboro area date from this period
and the nomadic club soon became a hub of community as its journey and fortunes became
married to that of Dalymount Park and its regular patrons. From the outset, Bohemian’s selfappointed position as moral custodians of the association code is evident in the missionary zeal
with which they embarked upon the Dalymount project.
High profile friendlies against Glasgow Celtic and Preston North End were organised
during the first six months of Dalymount’s existence and a strategy of securing the highest
standard of opponent became central to the Bohemian’s plan. When reflecting on the first
forty year history of Dalymount Park on the occasion of Bohemian’s Golden Jubilee in 1940,
E.J. O’ Mahony remarked that
To be satisfied with things as they are is dangerous, and had the pioneers of the club
fallen into that trap there is little doubt that, outside of Belfast, association football
would now be lagging far behind in this country. Football without Dalymount Park
would be like Hamlet without the Prince of Denmark. But the spirit of 1890 still lived
on 1901, and Dalymount Park stands as a monument to the pioneers of fifty years ago,
whose motto surely was ‘it can be done’.37
In 1902, Bohemian’s took another significant decision when it became the sole Dublin
participant in the Belfast dominated Irish Football League. The difficulties faced by an
amateur club travelling long distances to face superior opposition, coupled with the uncertain
availability of team members due to professional commitments, ensured that Bohemians made
little impact in this competition.
Bohemian’s initial seasons during their twelve years of active participation in the Irish
League involved a few noteworthy victories and a final position of seventh or eighth in an eight31

team league. The inclusion of fellow Dubliners Shelbourne F.C. to the Irish League in a
professional capacity from 1904 appears to have added some impetus to their campaigns as
Bohemians regularly achieved fifth place and consolidated their place as an Irish League side.
While Bohemians struggled to mount a sustained league campaign, their pedigree as a
formidable cup side continued to develop. They appear to have targeted the Irish Challenge
Cup as their most realistic prospect of national honours during this period, no doubt
encouraged by the belief that their amateur talents could defeat professional counterparts on
any one single occasion.
A crowd of 6,000 spectators witnessed the first Irish Cup final to be staged at
Dalymount Park as Distillery overcame Bohemians by three goals to one in 1903. Bohs had to
suffer the indignity of watching Shelbourne become the first Dublin side to win the cup in
1906 when they defeated Belfast Celtic at Dalymount Park by two goals to nil. The following
season, Shelbourne failed to retain the trophy when they were beaten by Cliftonville in a replay
also at Dalymount Park.
During the 1907/’08 season, Bohemians embarked upon an exhaustive, hard fought
campaign to reach the Irish Cup final. Having suffered final defeats in 1895, 1900 and 1903,
their route to the final in 1908 required replays in every round of the competition. As an Irish
league side, Bohs entered in the second round with a tie against Glentoran in Belfast, where
the concession of a last-minute goal ensured that a replay was needed to secure a four goals to
one victory at Dalymount Park.
A two-goal lead was surrendered to Linfield at Windsor Park in the quarter final before
an impressive two one victory at Dalymount Park was recorded. Another replay was required
to defeat Belfast Celtic in the semi-final, which set up the first all-Dublin Irish Challenge Cup
final for Dalymount Park against Shelbourne on 21 March 1908 in front of a crowd of 8,000
spectators.
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The Sunday Independent, 22 March 1908
The standout performance on the day was that of O’Hehir, the reserve Bohemian
goalkeeper, who saved two penalties and whose performance inspired The Irish Times to
comment that ‘nothing finer ... had been witnessed for a long time in Dublin’. Bohemians
went in at half time one goal ahead, thanks to a goal from Harold Sloan, and held their lead
until ten minutes from full time. O’Hehir’s impressive performance in goal could not prevent
Lacey equalising for Shelbourne and ensuring that the final went to a replay one week later.38

The Irish Independent noted that O’Hehir’s performance had interfered with his other
sporting commitments and that he would be unable to line out at Landsdowne Road for
Bective Rangers rugby cup tie against Dublin University.39
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Bohemian F.C. Irish Challenge Cup Champions (1908)
The Sunday Independent reported on the replayed final that ‘from the opening of the
gates at two o’ clock, the crowds poured in rapidly and from that hour the splendid band of
Dublin Metropoliton Police convened things with a pleasing musical program’. The number of
spectators was said to have been noticeably smaller than the previous encounter and The

Freeman’s Journal expressed the opinion that the ‘prices of admission were considered too
high’ for the occasion.40 This was a common complaint of the Dublin press when the Irish
Football Association was responsible for setting the entry price. A full season ticket for
Bohemians in the unreserved enclosure cost five shillings around this time, which was a fifth of
the price set by the IFA for entry into the same section for the cup final. 41
Bohemians drew first blood after only eight minutes, when a Harold Sloan strike came
off the upright and was finished by Dick Hooper. Hooper added a second on the half hour
mark with a strike from distance that beat Reilly in the Shelbourne goal. A blistering first half
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display from Bohemians concluded with a goal from younger brother William Hooper, which
gave his side a three-goal cushion at half time.
Some questionable tactics employed by Shelbourne in the second half saw several long
delays in play after Bohemian’s Balfe, Thunder and O’Hehir were laid out by their opponents.
The performance of the referee, a Mr Mc Que from London, was a source of debate in the
post-match press analysis of the game. The general consensus being that it was an unwise
decision to utilise someone from outside Irish football for this purpose.42 John Owens, who
had received a caution from the London referee for his conduct, pulled one back for Shels,
who ultimately failed to capitalise on their opponents beleaguered state. 43
Bohemians finished the game strongly, which ended with a Harold Sloan strike which
hit the back of the net after the final whistle, amidst reported scenes of uncontrolled
celebration from players and supporters. The Irish Times commented
No club that was ever formed in Dublin did so much to popularise and improve the
game in Leinster as Bohemians, and these facts, taken into consideration with the fine
performance of their cup team this season, probably accounted for the remarkable
scene of enthusiasm which was witnessed at Dalymount Park on Saturday when the final
whistle sounded.44
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The presentation of the Irish Cup took place at a lavish, five-course dinner held at the
Dolphin Hotel on 25 April 1908. The occasion was presided over by founder member James
Sheehan in his capacity as club president, in the company of 120 guests, including the
chairman, treasurer and secretary of the Irish Football Association. It was the first occasion
that as prestigious an IFA delegation had travelled to Dublin for such an event. Sheehan
proposed a toast to the Irish Football Association, which was warmly received, to which IFA
Chairman Alex Thompson responded by commenting on the ‘very harmonious relations that
existed between the IFA and [its affiliates]’. Before he presented the cup to club captain J.
Balfe, Thompson received a loud applause when he remarked that ‘the honour gained by the
club was, in his opinion, all the greater, seeing that the trophy was captured by an amateur
team at the expense of the cream of Irish professional footballers’. Sheehan concluded the
speeches by remarking on the ‘great honour’ he felt at taking ‘the chair at that unique reunion
of the club’ and that although he was a ‘back member now’, he assured them that he would
‘always have the interests of the game and his club at heart’.45
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The Sunday Independent, 11 April 1909
As defending champions, Bohemians were defeated two goals to one by Cliftonville FC
of Belfast in a replayed final on 10 April 1909 at Dalymount Park.
Harold Sloan had been named as club captain for the 1908/’09 season’s campaign. An
Irish international, Sloan received eight caps and scored five goals at a time when international
matches were restricted to three games per year, during the home nations championships. His
final cap came in a five-nil defeat to Scotland in March 1909 and the undoubted personal
highlight of his Ireland career was a hatrick performance against Wales in April 1906. In total,
Ireland suffered four defeats and secured only one victory during Sloan’s time with the
international side. Credible away draws to England and Scotland were greeted as moral
victories by press and supporters in Ireland.
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Sloan was the middle child of three brothers in a Presbyterian family from Scribblestown, Co.
Dublin. Educated at The High School, he was a civil servant by profession and married Mabel
Fitzgerald sometime after 1911.46 They lived their married life in Blackrock, south Dublin and
had one son who was born on 21 December 1913, also named Harold.47
Like over 200,000 Irishmen of his generation, Sloan enlisted in the British Army during
the First World War. The 19 December 1914 edition of Sport, a Dublin based sporting
magazine, reported that Bohemians had lost up to forty playing members to the military.48 This
was at the earliest period of the war was when recruitment for the front was at its naively
enthusiastic peak.
Sloan did not enlist until 1916, not long before the insurrection at the G.P.O. in Easter
of that year. He enlisted as Private in 6th Company, Inns of Court OTC on 19 January 1916
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and went to Cadet School on 7 August 1916. He achieved the rank of second Lieutenant of
the Royal Garrison Artillery and was commissioned in the RGA on 18 October. He was a
member of the 198th Siege Battalion, who were deployed in France on 25 November 1916.49
Sloan was killed at Combles, near the Somme in January 1917. He was thirty-seven years of
age.
His only son, Harold jnr, was said to have been a keen footballer during his school days,
who concentrated on playing tennis and hockey upon entering Trinity College, where he
qualified as a surgeon. Like his father, he enlisted in the British Army upon the outbreak of
international conflict and was also killed in action in 1940 while serving with the Royal Navy
during the Second World War. Mabel Fitzgerald Sloan was to survive them both, having lost
her husband and only son in the great conflicts of the twentieth century.50
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Conclusion

The young men who established the Bohemian Football Club would go on to lead
decorated and diverse careers in the civil service, military, education, medical and legal
professions and religious orders, to name but a few. It is likely that they would have taken
opposing views of the great political questions of the day, given their respective life paths and
choices of allegiance. Nonetheless, the spirit with which they formed, established and
developed their football club made an enduring impact on the city in which they lived and the
sport which they played.
This research suggests a context in which to understand the lives of those who found
themselves at a crossroads in Irish history that is without an overtly political motive. The
growth of Bohemian Football Club provided a unique distraction from everyday life and
afforded the opportunity of channelling time and energy into a positive means of professional
and personal development. It may also provide an insight into the society which changed
around it.
As a sporting institution, the Bohemian Football Club has few parallels within the city of
Dublin. None of its peers in the League of Ireland can claim such an influential role in shaping
the early evolution of the sport in the city. It can also be said that none of Bohemian’s peers in
the early 1890’s can claim to have withstood the explosion of change and religiously tainted
political revolution, of which their town stood on the brink. The Bohemian Football Club
remains the most tangible link that the game of soccer in Dublin has between its earliest days
and its current situation.
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